
QUASICREATIVE SETS1

J.   R.   SHOENFIELD

The creative sets of Post [4] are the recursively enumerable sets

whose complements are productive in the sense of Dekker [l]. In [l],

Dekker introduces the class of semiproductive sets, which properly

includes the class of productive sets. If we define a set to be semi-

creative if it is recursively enumerable and has a semiproductive

complement, we obtain a natural generalization of creative sets.

In this paper, we show that this generalization actually introduces

some new sets. We do this by introducing an intermediate class of

recursively enumerable sets, and giving an example of a noncreative

set in this class. This example also gives two nonseparable recursively

enumerable sets which are not effectively nonseparable.

We use the notation of [l]. In particular, w„ is the reth recursively

enumerable set in a fixed effective enumeration. If « + l=2ai-|- • ■ ■

+ 2"k with ai> ■ • • >ak, we set a„= {ai, ■ ■ ■ ,ak}. Thus every non-

empty finite set is an an lor just one n.

A set A is quasiproductive if there is a partial recursive function /

such that if con(ZA, then f(n) is defined, afw(ZA, and «/<„)(£ w„. We

then call / a quasiproductive function of A. A set is quasicreative if it

is recursively enumerable and has a quasiproductive complement.

A quasicreative set is semicreative [l, Proposition G]; the author

does not know if the converse holds.

Theorem l.s A set A is quasiproductive if and only if there is a re-

cursive function f such that:

(1) a/(n) C A <-> «/(„> <t «„

for all n.

Proof. If such an / exists, it is a quasiproductive function of A.

For suppose co„CA. If af(n)(^A, afw(Zwn(Z.A by (1); and this is a

contradiction. Hence a/(n) (ZA and a/(„) (£«„.

Now suppose A is quasiproductive with quasiproductive function g.

Let k be a recursive function such that:
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2 The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are similar to unpublished proofs given by

Myhill of corresponding theorems on productive sets.
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&>*(n) = <j>   if g(n) is undefined,

w*(») = w„ if g(re) defined.

If g(n) is undefined, «*(B) =</>C-4; so g£(re) is defined. Hence there is

a recursive function h such that h(n) =g(n) or /j(«) =gk(n) for all w.

If w„C-4> w*(n) =u«; it follows that h is a quasiproductive function of

A.
Now let:

«
P* = a/>(*) if "»<*) C w„,

= #       if <**<*) (£ ojn.

Then xG/3*1 is recursively enumerable in (x, n, k). By a theorem of

Myhill [3, Theorem 8], there is a recursive function b such that

coi,(n) =p6Cn) for all re. Set f=hb. Then:

«»(») — "/oo if a/(n) C w»,

= 0 if   «/(„) CjZ "n-

To prove (1), suppose atln)QA. By (2), w^CM; so «/(„>= a„fc(B)

F^co6(B). By (2), a/(B)cn«B. Conversely, if a/(B) (|>B, then ubin)=d><ZA

by (2), so a/(n)=o;»6(B)C^-

Theorem 2.2 If A is quasiproductive, then every recursively enumer-

able set is reducible to A by truth tables.

Proof. Let /be as in Theorem 1. Let B be recursively enumerable

Let:
*

j8» = «/(*) if n (E, B,

= d>       if n £ -B.

As above, there is a recursive function 6 such that co&(n) = p>„<n). Let

g=fb; then:
w&(„) = <*„(„) if re £ 2?,

= <£       if re £ -B-

Then, since asi„-,9^(j>:

a0(n) <t WK») <-> re G -B-

By choice of /:

a„(B) C A*-+ag(„) <£. W6(B).

Hence:

a«(n) C -4 <-> re G 5.
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The theorem follows.

Corollary I. If A is quasicreative, then every recursively enumerable

set is reducible to A by truth tables.

Corollary 2. Any two quasicreative sets are reducible to each other

by truth tables.

We now construct two disjoint recursively enumerable sets A and

B such that A is quasicreative and AVJB is simple.

Let/ be a recursive function such that:

a/m = {0,1,2,3,4},

«/(-) = {2»+1+l, 2»+1+2, • • -,2»+2}.

In [4], Post constructed a simple set 5 such that a/(n)CjI5 for all n.

Let T be the union of 5 and all a/(n) such that a/(B) Cw„. Clearly T is

recursively enumerable. Let g be a one-one recursive function enumer-

ating T. A is to consist of all elements g(k) of T with the following

property: if g(k)E.a/(n), then af(n)C \g(0), • • ■ , g(k)}. We let

B = T-A.
To see that A and B are recursively enumerable, let P(k, x) mean

that a/(n)C {g(0), • • • , g(k)}, where n is chosen so that xG«/(n).

Then P(k, x) is recursive, and:

x £. A <r+ (3k)(x = g(k)-P(k} x)),

xGB<^(3k)(x = g(k)■ ~ P(k, x)).

Now A C\aj{n) 9*<p if and only if a/(n) C T, hence if and only if afw C«n-

Then by Theorem 1, A' is quasiproductive; so A is quasicreative.

Hence A' is not recursively enumerable; so T'—A' — B cannot be

finite. Since T includes the simple set S, it follows that T = A\JB is

simple.

It follows that A is not creative. For if it were, we would obtain

an infinite recursively enumerable subset of T' by effectively finding

Xo not in AVJB, Xi not in A\J(BVJ]x0}), etc.

Any disjoint recursively enumerable sets A and B are nonseparable

if there is no recursive set C such that AC.C and BQC They are

effectively nonseparable if there is an effective process by which,

given any disjoint recursively enumerable sets C and D with A(ZC

and BQD, we can effectively find an xdtCVJD.

We note that the A and B constructed above are nonseparable, but

not effectively nonseparable.3 For suppose C is recursive, AQC, and

3 This answers a question of Uspenskij [5]. Other examples have previously been

given by Tennenbaum (unpublished) and Muchnik [2].
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BQC'. As C is a recursively enumerable subset of the quasiproduc-

tive set A', there is a recursively enumerable set D such that D(ZA'

and DC\C = D-C is infinite [l, Proposition H]. Then DC\CQT'',

contradicting the simplicity of T. On the other hand, if A and B were

effectively nonseparable, we could find an infinite recursively enumer-

able subset of T' by choosing Xo not in AVJB, Xi not in AVJ(BVJ{xo\),

etc.

Finally, our example shows that truth tables cannot be replaced

by bounded truth tables in Theorem 2 and its corollaries. This follows

from the following strengthening of a result of Post, which states

that a creative set is not reducible to a simple set by bounded truth

tables:

Theorem 3. If C is creative, and A and B are disjoint recursively

enumerable sets whose union is simple, then C is not reducible to A by

bounded truth tables.

Proof. We shall explain the necessary modifications in the proof

of § 7 of [4 ]. We amend ILP to correctly designate p elements as belong-

ing to A or to B. Thus I is replaced by h, I2, where m^A if t£Ji

and m^B if tG/«; and IiOI2 has p members. In particular, m&A

for ie.I2- Just as in [4], we may show that this process may be de-

fined for every p, which is clearly impossible.
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